Chinese and Western Combinations
Leo (Monkey) Month
Combination with Rabbit Year:
"Will Power" Sun, Fire, Fixed
"Withdraw" Yin-Negative Wood
Characteristics:
Pedantry,
Dilettantism,
Complexity, Prudence, Immodesty,
Longevity,
Ambition, Hypochondria, Secretiveness, Tact,
Philanthropy, Finesse, Vanity, Squeamishness,
Virtue, Tyranny, Loyalty, Warmth, Protection,
Promiscuity, Arrogance, Nobility, Power, SelfSatisfaction

This combination loves their freedom but maintains the regal and dignified element as
well. Greatness is written all over them. The stumbling block here is that this
combination does not want to be in the spotlight or to be the leader of the pack. The
dialectic that constitutes the Leo-Rabbit is, frankly speaking, awesome. As is often the
case in life, however, that does not mean that the result is awesome. Potential is not
actuality. This combination is flexible and fast. They move about so quickly that a
person might actually not spot them. The Leo-Rabbit has, of course, the Royal
persona. The combination is intelligent along with being generous and perhaps that
plays a role in them eschewing power. The main cause, however, is that they have
delicate characters. They avoid fights of any sort. This combination tends to be, in a
manner similar to many Cancers, homebodies. They make excellent friends and avoid
trouble deftly. The Leo-Rabbit knows that they are stupendous and does not need
others to verify this. Still, there is no sign of egoism and they make excellent friends.
They do, however, want to avoid conflicts at practically any cost. This combination
likes to be busy and generally this means they are financially secure. Of course as a
Leo, they have a certain amount of vanity in them and love admiration. This is kept
somewhat in check, but is, nevertheless, present. Furthermore, as royalty, they do not
appreciate being wrong. There is no blatant arrogance about this combination
however. They have enough self-confidence to be sure that they are stupendous, so
they do not need verification from others.
Romance: This combination can inadvertently come off as being too aggressive in the
area of sex. The quick mind of the Leo-Rabbit is more interested in fitting a partner
into the metaphysical framework of their life, however, and not so much mere
sexuality. They go about things like love and even giving their heart in a rather slow
and well thought out fashion. This combination is polite and always a lady or a
gentleman. Their home and their peace come before most things in their life and this
most certainly includes sex. The Leo-Rabbit is among the most popular signs of all
relative to interest by the opposite sex. When they are young they will have admirers
aplenty. When they mature it will be difficult to decide which to select.

Relationships: This combination likes people who are involved with their world. That
rules out Taurus, Scorpio or Aquarius-Rats, Tigers and Roosters. Scorpio-Dragons or
Taurus-Rabbits are probably best avoided. Fine selections in the area of romance are
Aries, Libra and Capricorn-Rams and Boars. Sagittarius-Boars are also possibilities.
Members of the Dog family are excellent picks, especially Libra or Sagittarius.
Family Life: This combination makes an excellent home but the individuals also make
fine parents. They tend to push their children a bit, but in the right direction and with
loving tenderness. They are also on the strict side and there will like be no computer
games in the house and if there are the time on them will be limited. When children,
Leo-Rabbits are the stay at home type and love to study. Expect lots of awards. The
Leo-Rabbit needs to inform others that they are a royal person and this is done with
grace and style in the home. Antiques are a must for the Leo-Rabbit. This combination
can, on rare occasions, give into the ostentatious, but that is not done on a large scale
and is usually avoided.
Likelihood: In addition to having a wide range of abilities, the Leo-Rabbit is proficient
at nearly everything and great at a lot. All of this gives this combination something
they love and that is respect and admiration. While they can get it because of their
royal bearing, they prefer to earn it and they do. Regardless of their station in life, this
combination accepts it. The fact is though; they are very likely to rise to the top of their
profession. The Leo-Rabbit is one of those types who can do anything. Their abilities
carry across the brawn category all the way over to brains. For them, work has
intrinsic value and is its own reward.
Famous Leo/Rabbits: Fidel Castro, Ring Lardner, Peter Bogdanovich.

